


OVERVIEW 

The purpose of the “Bungalow” project is

to make sure that, within Global

Governance, International students as well

as Italian/European students interact

actively in the academic setting and more

importantly at a social setting thus,

creating a dynamic, engaging, friendly and

creative environment.  

The project will enable students to

develop their leadership and

organizational skills, it will test their

capabilities by fostering their creative

thinking and problem-solving abilities in

team-oriented activities.  

In addition, the project as well as being an

opportunity for students to develop and

strengthen their soft skills, most

importantly, it will be a chance to learn,

marvel at diversity, form relationships,

have fun and discover the eternal city of

Rome. 

PURPOSE    

Through a decentralized

mechanism in which students

themselves are the main actors,

they promote independently

collective and individual

interest/exchange based

activities and initiatives. While

having a managing body,

composed of class

representatives and volunteering

students, that manage the

project and assist the students

partaking in the project.

HOW 



STRUCTURE 

Students are asked to indicate three things (skills or hobbies) of

what they would like to teach to an

international/European/Italian student and other three of what

they would like to learn from that student in return, thus

establishing a cultural and Interest exchange. Based on this

information, pairs of students are matched, before they meet

personally in September and afterward the pairs have to

independently organize their interaction throughout the year.

P E E R - T O - P E E R

E X C H A N G E    



Students can choose, in order of preference, maximum three 

clubs to join, and be allocated to one:  

 

Speech and Debate  

 Art & Culture  

Sports and Recreation  

Volunteering and Charity  

Music and Photography  

Performing Arts  

 Entrepreneurship club  

 GG Ambassadors & Media  

Environment club 

 Fun and Social Events  

  

Members of each club, will have to organize their club’s activity,

events and various initiatives autonomously, ideally twice a

month. Establish a shared leadership system, by  electing central

roles and with the “Rotation Period” a club will have to organize

joint activities with another club ex. Speech and Debate club with

Performing Arts club. Moreover, members will get the chance to

personalize their club with their own name, logo and social

media pages. Finally, it’s all about having fun, relishing each

moment together and enjoying the full Global Governance

Experience!

S H A R E D  I N T E R E S T

C L U B S    


